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Representation Integrals for Elastic Wave Propagation Containing Either the
Displacement Term or the Stress Term Alone

Ru-Shan Wu '
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In this paper two representation integrals of elastic wave field, corresponding to the Rayleigh I and II
iritegrals in the scalar wave case, are derived for the first time. The Green s functions needed for these
integrals are constructed by using auxiliary functions which are singular at the "ghost-image point" of
the singular point of the original Crreen's functions (Stoke's solutions).

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf, 43.20.+g, 62.30.+d

The surface-integral representation of a wave field is
the mathematical description of the Huygen s principle.
The representation integrals for scalar waves were
developed by Helmholtz (1859) for monochromatic
waves and by Kirchhoff (1882) for transient waves (see
Baker and Copson'). The formulas are widely used for
wave propagation problems and imaging (through back-
propagation or migration) problems (see, e.g. , Ber-
khout ). To use the Kirchhofi' integral, both the wave
field and its normal gradient on the surface must be
known. Rayleigh (1897) and later Sommerfeld (1954)
derived two types of integrals for the case of plane sur-
face, called the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integrals or simply
the Rayleigh integrals (see Ref. 1). In the type-II in-

tegral only the wave field is involved; in type I, only the
normal gradient of the field (see Ref. 2). This consider-
ably simplifies the computations. Recently, because of
the availability of three-component detectors (seismome-
ters, geophones) and shear wave sources, there is in-
creased interest in the methods of wave propagation and
imaging using full elastic wave representation integrals.
Love, in 1944, derived the representation integral for
elastic waves using the Stokes solution for a unidirection-
al point force in infinite homogeneous media. Later the
integral (we will call the Love integral) was rederived by
use of diA'erent methods and its properties were studied
in great detail. ' The Love integral has been also used
for imaging problems (Kuo and Dai, ' and Keho and
Wu' ). In the Love integral, both the displacement and
the stress field on the given surface are assumed to be
known. In practice this is a serious barrier which limits
its wide use, not only because the stress field has to be
calculated in each step of the iterative propagation pro-
cedure, which increases the computational complexity
considerably, but also because the stress data in most
cases are not available. Therefore, it is very desirable to
have an elastic wave representation integral which con-
tains only either the displacement or the stress field,
similar to the Rayleigh integrals in the scalar wave case.
Wheeler and Sternberg' have pointed out that, in prin-
ciple, it is possible to construct a Green's function for the
corresponding elastic wave Rayleigh integral if the corre-

sponding boundary-value problem can be solved. There-
fore, the existence of the elastic wave Rayleigh integral
for a specified surface depends on the solvability of the
corresponding bou ndary-value problem. However, no
elastic wave Rayleigh integral has previously been
presented in the literature. In this paper, an elastic wave
Rayleigh integral will be constructed for the case of
plane surface. For isotropic elastic media, the explicit
formulas of type-I and type-II integrals will be also
given.

Suppose xo is an arbitrary point in an elastic medium
with elastic constant c. The displacement u(xp) at this
point can be expressed by a Love integral "' (we will

use the dyadic notation in this paper),

u(xp) = dS[T(x) G(x
~
xp) —u(x) [n Z(x

~
xp)]],

where 5 is a surface surrounding xp, T(x) is the traction
on surface S, and T(x) =n cr(x), where cr(x) is the
stress on the surface S and n is the outward normal of 5
at x. u(x) is the displacement field on 5, G(x

~
xp) is the

Green's displacement tensor (dyadic), which is the
Stoke s solution at x for a unit point unidirectional force
acting at xp in the medium, i.e. , G(x

~
xp) satisfies the

following equation inside and on S:

V cr[G] —p G = —I B(x—xp)f(t),t2

o [ ] is the stress operator,

cr [G] = —c:(VG+ GV ),

(2)

(3)

Z(x
~
xp) =cr[G(x

~
xp) ] . (4)

Note that in the representation integrals throughout this
paper, we omit the time dependence of the functions with

where c is the elastic constant tensor, "V" is the gradient
operator and "V " is the divergence operator, QV js the
transpose of VG with respect to the corresponding coor-
dinates, p is the density, I is the unit dyadic and 6( ) is
the Dirac 8 function, f(t) is the source time function,
Z(x

~
xp) is the Green's stress tensor (triadic), and
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an understanding that the source time function is f(t)
and has a quiescent past. For isotropic media,

Z =cr[G] =XI (V G) +p [VG+ GV],
where X and p are the Lame constants. Note also that in
(1) u(xp) must be regular inside S, i.e., inside S u(xp)

satisfies

& c [u] —
)p u=O

t2

Integral (1) is called the first-kind Love integral.

t

Similarly, we have the second-kind Love integral for the
stress field inside S,

cr(xo) = '" dS(T(x) cro[G(x
I xo)] —u(x). [rI ciao[&(x I xo)]])

u(xo) = —) dS[u(x) [ti Z""(xjxp)]j, (8)

which involves only the displacement field on the surface.
ln (8)

+ (II) [G II I)]

6 (») ~+ H (») (io)

where op[ ] is the stress operator operating at xp.
If we know the displacement u(x) and stress cr(x) on

a surface, we can propagate the wave to another surface
using (1) and (7). After deriving u and cr on the new
surface, we can propagate the wave again. However, in

practice, often there are no stress data available. Also,
for each step of propagation, both u and a must be cal-
culated from the u and o- on the previous surface, which
needs nearly 4 times the computations required to calcu-
late u from o alone. Therefore, it is desirable to have
formulas containing either the displacement term or the
stress term alone.

Wheeler and Sternberg' have pointed out that if a
Green's function can be constructed, which generates
null displacements everywhere on the surface S, from
(1), a second-kind representation integral can be derived,

G(x!xp) = 1

4zpr
1 r'r" r" f t ——

a a

+(I —r" r") f t ——1 r
2

r/II+,(3r. r —I)J f(t t')t'dt'—, (12)
4trpr 3

where r =!x —xp!, r" = (x —xo)/! x —xp! is the unit vec-
tor along the path from the source towards the observa-
tion point, a and P are the P and S wave speeds, respec-
tively, and f(t) is the source time function.

For the ghost-source point xp =(2x —xp, 2y —
yp,—zp), r* =x —xp = —r for the points on the surface,

therefore,

!
then G~") can be proved to be the Green's displacement
tensor for the lower half-space and to be zero everywhere
on S. In the following, we will prove this and derive the
expression for Z " (x!xp).

In the case of homogeneous and isotropic medium, the
Stokes' solution can be written as (see Refs. 12 and 13)

and H " = —6 everywhere on S and H " is regular in-
side S.

In order to find H ",we have to solve the boundary-
value problem, which does not guarantee a solution for
an arbitrary surface. However, we can construct H "
for plane surfaces without difficulty. For the sake of
simplicity, we consider here the case of homogeneous
medium. Note that the mirror image of G (to the plane
surface), which works for the case of scalar wave and is
the key element in deriving the Rayleigh integral, does
not work in this case (it is easy to check). However, we
can put the singular point (pole) of H " (x!xp), which
must be outside S, at xp =(2x —xp, 2y —yp, —zo) (see
Fig. 1). Here we assume S is the x-y plane at z=0 and
xo is in the half-space of positive-z direction. Point xo is
not a mirror image of xo, but an image which is sym-
metric to xp with respect to (x,y, O). We call xp the
"ghost-source point. " If we assume

H""(
! o)=G( ! *),

1.e.,

r* =r, i* = —i for x on S.

z&0

z&0

xp (source)

xp (ghost source)

Zp

G""(x!xp) =G(x!xp) —G(x!xo ), I IG. 1. Coordinate system.
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However, G is an even function of r", therefore

G(x
I xo) =G(x

I xo ) for x on S,
and

G " (x
I xp) =0 for x on S .

(i4)

ghost receiver at x* =(x,y, —z). Note that Vp(r*)
=V~(r*), where "V~" means taking gradient with
respect to x*. Therefore, the displacement field at x due
to the ghost source at xp is equal to that at x* (in the
upper half-space) due to the source at xp, but the stress
field will have an opposite sign, i.e.,

Next, we prove H " (x
I xp) = —G(x I xp ) is regular

in the lower half-space. For an arbitrary point x in the
lower half-space,

and

G(x
I xo ) =G(x*

I xo),

=x —xp = vx —xp, y
—yp, z —zp p

j

=(Xp X,yp y, Zp+Z)

—KXp X,yp y, zp z j =Xp X

We see that the distance vector r* from tHe ghost source
xp to the receiver at x is equal in length but opposite in

sign to the distance vector from the source at xp to the

&""(X
I xo) =&(X

I xo) —&(X
I xo ) =2&(x

I xo) for x on S.

z(x
I xo ) = —z(x*

I xo) .

We know that G(x*
I xp) satisfies the equation of motion

and has no singular point in the upper half-space, there-
fore G(x I xp ) satisfies the equation of motion and is reg-
ular in the lower half-space. We therefore have proved
that 6 " is the Green's function for the lower half-
space.

We know that the stress operator is an odd function of
r", therefore

V A A A A A Ae;e;r+rrr
1 —2v

r r rf t- —+ f t ——~-
e e Q

This can be proved also from the following expression of X:
2

z(x
I xp) =— 1

2~r' a

2
[r".e; e;+e; r" e; —2r" r" r"] f t ——+ f t ———

4trr p p p

2 1+3V+
2

e;.e; r + r e; e +e; r e;
2rrr

1 rx ~ f
0 e

r 3f t ——+ f(t —t')t'dt'
p2 p r2&r/a

i

(20)

u(xo) = —
2g dS[u(x) [n Z(XIxp]j, (2i)

where Z(X Ixp) is expressed by (20). Using (2i), we
need only the displacement data in each step of the for-
ward propagation and therefore totally eliminate the in-
volvement of the stress term on the surface. We can also
have the stress field at xp,

where v is the Poisson s ratio, e; is the unit vector in the
ith Cartesian coordinate axis, and e;.e;=I, where re-
peated index implies summation over all three axes. "f"
stands for 9f/Bt Applying G. " constructed in (i0) to
the Love integral, we obtain the second-kind representa-
tion integral, which is parallel to the Rayleigh II integral
in the scalar wave case. From (8) we have

and derive the integrals for displacement and stress:

(2S)

u(xp) =2 dS[ti' cr(x)] ' G(x
I xp), (24)~s

r
o(xp) =2 dS[n a.(x) ] Zp(x I xp),~s

which uses the stress data cr(x) only and is parallel to
the Rayleigh integral I for scalar waves.

In conclusion, the type-II representation integral (2i)
can be used to propagate displacement field without in-
volving the stress term; the type-I representation integral
(25) can propagate stress field without involving the dis-
placement term.

crp(xo) = —2 dS(u(x). [n crp[X(x I xp)]] ) .~s (22)

G (x I xp) =G(x
I xp)+G(x I xo ), (23)

Similarly we can construct the Green's function for the
first-kind representation integral,
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